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We delightedly thank all our wonderful Speakers, Conference Attendees, Students, Media Partners, for making this conference successful! Psychiatry conference 2019 is distinguished with the attendance of Editorial Board Members of supported Journals such as Journal of psychology and geriatric psychology, Journal of neurology & Neuroscience, Journal of Psychiatry and Mental Health, young and brilliant researchers, business delegates and talented student communities representing more than 25 countries, who made this conference rewarding and fecund.

This International meeting is an effort to make possible interactions among world-leading scientists, research scholars, professionals, young researchers from different parts of the world to exchange their knowledge and conduct symposia, show experiments with new innovative techniques that disseminate information about clinical tradition, best practices, skills and knowledge in the field of neuroscience. In the, international symposiums, B2B meetings, international workshops will also be organized to discuss the specific topics in the field of Psychiatry and Mental Health.

The conference was initiated with a warm welcome note and the book launch from honorable guests and the keynote forum. The proceedings went through interactive sessions and panel discussions.